! 24	MACHINE DESIGN.
• 75. Slippage.—At about 25 to 35 per cent of its ultimate load slippage takes place in a riveted joint. This is probably due to the fact that at this load the friction between the plates, owing to the pressure exerted on them by the rivets, is overcome. It has been found the larger the cross-sectional area of the rivet the greater the percentage of ultimate load which ctan be withstood without slippage. It has also been found that large rivet-heads are better than small ones for the same reason.
The importance of the consideration of slippage has been fully established by the work of Professor Bach (" Die Maschinen-elemente," gib. ed. pp. 164-195). His careful and exhaustive experiments prove that:
 1.	In cooling  the rivet shrinks away from the walls of the
hole.
 2.	In consequence of this, there is no tendency to shear off
the rivet until after the joint has failed, for all practical purposes,
by losing tightness because of slippage.
 3.	The percentage of the ultimate or rupture load at which
slippage takes place varies according to three items :
a.	It is directly proportional to the square of the diameter
of the rivet.    From this the desirability of using large rivets rather than small is further established.
b.	It is increased by calking, especially if both rivet heads
are calked as well as the plate edges.
c.	It is greatly increased by holding the rivets under maxi-
mum pressure until they are cool enough to have set.
This gives better  results than blows, light pressure,
or early removal of pressure.
Professor Bach argues that joints should not be proportioned with reference to the ultimate or rupture strength. He claims that the maximum pitch is determined by the condition of tightness against springing open between rivets when pressure is applied. The minimum pitch is that fixed by the spacing of rivet heads which is the least which will permit calking them. Between these limits he chooses pitch:

